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Last month Topic Managing Director and Motoring Correspondent lohn B. Ball look delivery
0/a unique lensen Interceptor. Tailor-made to his own specifications, the car is finished in a new
colour which has since been registered as 'Topic Red' ...
lohn Ball himself tells the story 0/ an idea and how it was trans/ormed into a [5,000 reality . ..

ACarisBorn

TheTopic
Jensen
Interceptor

At last year's Motor Show, a group of motoring
journalists sat in the bar talking shop. They
were joined by a well-known figure in the trade,
who threw down the gauntlet over his round of
drinks, and asked each one of us to suggest the
car we would most like to own. My turn came,
and I plumped for the British-made Jensen.
Several gin and tonics later, the idea had

taken root. Eventually, after prolonged dis-
cussions, Jensen Motors Limited agreed to
build a special version of their Interceptor to be
known henceforth as the Topic Jensen.
For the next ten weeks I found myself almost

living with a pile of tubular steel and watched it
grow into what has been called "the most
advanced car of our times".
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ofa unique Jen en Interceptor. Tailor-made to hi own specifications, the car isfinished in a new
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journalists sat in the bar talking shop. They
were joined by a well-known figure in the trade,
who threw down the gauntlet over his round of
drinks, and asked each one of us to suggest the
car we would most like to own, My turn came,
and I plumped for the British-made Jensen.

Several gin and tonics later, the idea had

taken root. Eventually, after prolonged dis
cussions, Jensen Motors Limited agreed to
build a special version of their Interceptor to be
known henceforth as the Topic Jensen.

For the next ten weeks I found myself almost
living with a pile of tubular steel and watched it

grow into what has been~c§a~I~le~~"~~~~~::3=d::::
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A Week's Work

ACarisBorn
It was a wet Wednesday
morning in February when I
arrived at Jensen's West Brom-
wich factory, together with a
photographer. My first view 01
the car - an innocuous pile 01
tubular steel-which, two months
later, was to turn every head,
did nothing to dispel the dream-
Iike quality 01 the whole
experience.
In realizing my own lilelong

ambition, I must have ex-
perienced something 01 the
feelings 01 the brothers Richard
and Alan Jensen who, in 1934,
built the prototype 01 the first
Jensen. Each successive model
was a mechanical milestone,
but the crossroadscame in 1962,
when the CV8-with a huge
American Chrysler V8 engine
fitted into a fibreglass body-
went into production. The next
lour years saw over 500 units 01
this marque built.

ew DesignThe
During this period 01 produc-

tion, the West Bromwich
Engineering Division had been
hard at work and 1he result of
their efforts-a prototype called
the P66-appeared at the 1965
Earls Court Show. The car
made a tremendous impact on
the public, but its production
clearly needed long-term plan-
ning. In fact, that car never went
into production. The engineer-
ing 01 the Mark 111 CV8, as it
was called. was near to per-
feetion ; all that was needed
was a new body design.
Jensen's turned to the ltalians
lor the new styling. Their
requirement was a new, exciting
International design which still
retai ned certai n leatu res of th e
famous Jensen tradition. The
eventual design was a combina-
\ion of Turin flair and West
Bromwich know-how, and the
first prototype was built.
Certain modifications were

obviously necessary, the most
radical being the all-important
decision to put the model into
production, this time in steet.
So the Interceptor was born.

It took just over a working
week. 44 hours to be precise,
to build the chassis frame for
the Topic Interceptor. The main
chassis members-twin parallel
bars of tubular steel, immensely

A story in pie/ures: the completed chassis passes to the body pressing jig. The doors and boot lid
are {iUed by hand be{ore the completed bodyshell is {inished and c1eaned tor painting. The boUom
pie/ure shows the bodyshell rising {rom the first paint dip.
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A Car is Born
It was a wet Wednesday
morning in February when I
arrived at Jensen's West Brom
wich factory, together with a
photographer. My first view of
the car - an innocuous pile of
tubular steel-which, two months
later, was to turn every head,
did nothing to dispel the dream
like quality of the whole
experience.

In realizing my own lifelong
ambition, I must have ex
perienced something of the
feelings of the brothers Richard
and Alan Jensen who, in 1934,
built the prototype of the first
Jensen. Each successive model
was a mechanical milestone,
but the crossroads came in 1962,
when the CV8-with a huge
American Chrysler V8 engine
fitted into a fibreglass body
went into production. The next
four years saw over 500 units of
this marque built.

Work

During this period of produc
tion, the West Bromwich
Engineering Division had been
hard at work and the result of
their efforts-a prototype called
the P66-appeared at the 1965
Earls Court Show. The car
made a tremendous impact on
the public, but its production
clearly needed long-term plan
ning. In fact, that car never went
into production. The engIneer
ing of the Mark III CV8, as it
was called, was near to per
fection; all that was needed
was a new body design.
Jensen's turned to the Italians
for the new styling. Their
requirement was a new, exciting
International design which still
retained certain features of the
famous Jensen tradition. The
eventual design was a combina
tion of Turin flair and West
Bromwich know-how, and the
first prototype was built.

Certain modifications were
obviously necessary, the most
radical being the all-important
decision to put the model into
production, this time in steel.
So the Interceptor was born.

The

It took just over a working
week, 44 hours to be precise,
to build the chassis frame for
the TopiC Interceptor. The main
chassis members-twin parallel
bars of tubular steel, immensely

A story in pictures: the completed chassis passes to the body pressing jig. The doors and boot lid
are fitted by hand before the completed bodyshell is finished and cleaned for painting. The bottom
picture shows the bodyshell rising from the first paint dip.
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Right: The bodyshell is sprayed wilh four coals of primer before reeeiving its lop eoal, as in
seeond picture. The bollom two pietures show slages of 'fiWng-up' on the produclion /inf!o

strong and as thick as a man's
thigh-were supported by a
complex sub-frame of less thick
tubular steel. As the chassis
passed on to its later stages,
specially strengthened bu Ikheads
were welded into position at
front and rear. It was first at this
stage and many times in later
processes that the high degree
of ski lied workmanship that
goes into the complete Jensen
was demonstrated.
The completed chassis looked

strong enough to have been
made for a tank and the prospect
of having so much steel around
me was very reassuring.
The chassis was then loaded

on to a trolley and despatched
to the Body Building Section.
Here, the first jig accepted the
chassis frame, while the interior
and body panelling and inner
wheel arches were welded into
position.
This angular contraption then

entered the second jig and
emerged, looking for the first
time like a motor car, with all of
the outer body panels and the
roof in position.
At this stage, the Topie car,

its dull silver pressed metal
looking more sinister than glam-
orous, moved on its trolley to
another section of the Works,
where the bonnet and boot lids
were fitted and the doors hung.
Close examination of the

bodyshell revealed a hundred or
more minor operations superbly
welded together.
Prior to painting, she went to

the lead Loading Division,
where craftsmen ran molten lead
into all the welded seams and
joints wh ich, when smoothed
and covered with paint, are
completely undeteclable.
At this stage the bodyshell

was compleled, and underwent
an unbeiievably rigorous final
inspection belore being passed
to lhe Paint Shop.

Topic Red
I have always held strong vlews
on colour and specialist motor
cars, and for this car I visualized
something completely different.
I had amental picture 01 a deep,
yet slill bright red, with full
metallic qualities. First en-
quiries suggested that this was
impossible, but then Carr's
Paints 01 Birmingham took up
the challenge, and alter several
weeks of research produced
what we had been looking tor;
a beautilully deep, rich red,
giving an impression 01 great
depth and a phosphorescent
eftect, which changes shade in
different light. It was an original
colour, created specially lor the
car, and we were particularly
pleased when the manufacturers
named it "Tapie Red".
Meanwhile, the bodyshell was

ready for its first coat, having
been dipped in an acid wash,
which removed all trace of
grease. Then the dull, gleaming
metal shell was lifted on to a
gantry, and lowered inlo a huge
bubbling cauldron of brown
primer paint. Only four gallons
01 the five-and-a-half thousand
in the tank actually stay on the
car but, before the process is
complete, every fraction of an
inch of the shell had received a
true and thorough coating,
which will make it proof against
all weather conditions.
Next, the exterior panels were

wiped clean and, after drying,
the car was sprayed wet-on-
wet with several coats 01 red
primer. This was the first of the
build-up coats of paint covering,
spray and oven dry, rub down,
sprayagain, wash off ... until,
several days later, she was
ready for the first coat 01 our
gorgeous colour.
To help with the line of our

Interceptor we had decided to
have the roof painted metallic

silver grey. This was done first,
and then completely masked off
whilst the coats 01 Topic Red
were applied. The secrel of the
rock-hard, beautilully-polished
surface, lies in the ability of
Jensen's experienced painters
to place thin coats 01 paint one
after the olher while still wel,
be!ore baking in a healed oven.
Even in its unpolished state, the
colouring looked magnificent.

On tbe Fitting Line
After final paint work, the
finished bodyshell took its place
on the impressive fitting-up
line, where it would spend no
less than 100 hours being
worked 011 by a team of fitters,
each of whom specializes in a
particular aspect 01 Jensen
production.
The interior was underfelted,

the engine compartment fire-
prooled, and then the complexity
of electrical system and fittings
inslalled.
She moved along the line-

loot pedals, steering column,
bumpers, carpets, dashboard-
and toward the end, glasswork
in front, rear and side win-
dows. Then, a car without a
motor, she passed the last
inspection point belare going
on to what the factory grandly
calls "motorizalion".

Tbc Power Unit
It was at this stage that the car
was first introduced to its
engine. This magnificent Chrys-
ler VB unit, imported by Jensen's
in its raw state, is sprayed and
fitted, and really looked an
imposing sight. On the Topic
car the rocker covers were
chromium-plated and when this
6 cwt. unit was loaded into the
shell I really began to under-
stand what gave the car apower
output of 325 b.h.p. and a top
speed of 140 m.p.h.! This

Courtesy Zwischengas

Rig hi: The bodyshell is sprayed with four coats of primer before receiving its lop coal, as in
second picturE. The bottom two pictures show stages of 'fitting-up' on the production linp.

strong and as thick as a man's
thigh-were supported by a
complex sub-frame of less thick
tubular steel. As the chassis
passed on to its later stages,
specially strengthened bulkheads
were welded into position at
front and rear. It was fIrst at this
stage and many times in later
processes that the high degree
of skilled workmanship that
goes into the complete Jensen
was demonstrated.

The completed chassis looked
strong enough to have been
made for a tank and the prospect
of having so much steel around
me was very reassuring.

The chassis was then loaded
on to a trolley and despatched
to the Body Building Section.
Here, the first jig accepted the
chassis frame, while the interior
and body panelling and inner
wheel arches were welded into
position.

This angular contraption then
I entered the second jig and

emerged, looking for the first
time like a motor car, with all of
the outer body panels and the
roof in position.

At this stage, the Topic car,
its dull silver pressed metal
looking more sinister than glam
orous, moved on its trolley to
another section of the Works,
where the bonnet and boot lids
were fitted and the doors hung.

Close examination of the
bodyshell revealed a hundred or
more minor operations superbly
welded together.

Prior to painting, she went to
the Lead Loading Division,
where craftsmen ran molten lead
into all the welded seams and
joints which, when smoothed
and covered with paint, are
completely undetectable.

At this stage the bodyshell
was completed, and underwent
an unbelievably rigorous final
inspection before being passed
to the Paint Shop.

opic Red
I have always held strong views
on colour and specialist motor
cars, and for this car I visualized
something completely different.
I had a mental picture of a deep,
yet still bright red, with full
metallic qualities. First en
quiries suggested that this was
impossible, but then Carr's
Paints of Birmingham took up
the challenge, and after several
weeks of research produced
what we had been looking tor;
a beautifully deep, rich red,
giving an impression of great
depth and a phosphorescent
effect, which changes shade in
different light. It was an original
colour, created specially for the
car, and we were particularly
pleased when the manufacturers
named it "Topic Red".

Meanwhile, the bodyshell was
ready for its first coat, having
been dipped in an acid wash,
which removed all trace of
grease. Then the dull, gleaming
metal shell was lifted on to a
gantry, and lowered into a huge
bubbling cauldron of brown
primer paint. Only four gallons
of the five-and-a-half thousand
in the tank actually stay on the
car but, before the process is
complete, every fraction of an
inch of the shell had received a
true and thorough coating,
which will make it proof against
all weather conditions.

Next, the exterior panels were
wiped clean and, after drying,
the car was sprayed wet-on
wet with several coats of red
primer. This was the first of the
build-up coats of paint covering,
spray and oven dry, rub down,
spray again, wash off ... until,
several days later, she was
ready for the first coat of our
gorgeous colour.

To help with the line of our
Interceptor we had decided to
have the roof painted metallic

silver grey. This was done first, I
and then completely masked off
whilst the coats of Topic Red
were applied. The secret of the
rock-hard, beautifully-polished
surface, lies in the ability of
Jensen's experienced painters
to place thin coats of paint one
alter the other while still wet,
before baking in a heated oven.
E en in its unpolished state, the
colouring looked magnificent.

Onth
After final paint work, the
finished bodyshell took its place
on the impressive fitting-up
line, where it would spend no
less than 100 hours being
worked 011 by a team of fitters,
each of whom specializes in a
particular aspect of Jensen
production.

The interior was underfelted,
the engine compartment fire
proofed, and then the complexity
of electrical system and fittings
installed.

She moved along the line
foot pedals, steering column,
bumpers, carpets, dashboard
and toward the end, glasswork
in front, rear and side win
dows. Then, a car without a
motor, she passed the last
inspection point before going
on to what the factory grandly
calls "motorization".

It was at this stage that the car
was first introduced to its
engine. This magnificent Chrys
ler VB unit, imported by Jensen's
in its raw state, is sprayed and
fitted, and really looked an
imposing sight. On the Topic
car the rocker covers were
chromium-plated and when this
6 cwt. unit was loaded into the
shell I really began to under
stand what gave the car a power
output of 325 b.h.p. and a top
speed of 140 m.p.h.! This
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Top: The interior "cockpit" of /he compJeted car-note the
impressive instrument console in /he centre. Centre: The final
tightening-up of a wheel nut and the Topic Jensen is comple/ed.
Bottom: The impressive Chrysler power pack under /he bonne/.

ACarisßorn
Chrysler unit, with its automatic
gearbox, must be one of the
finest engines produced today.
The molorization look place

some eight feet from the ground
on a gantry. While the engine
was being fitted, the rest of the
mechanics were connected-
petrol systems, suspension, hy-
draulics, and finally the road
wheels-and, after further in-
spection, that wonderful
moment came when the engine
fired for the first time.
The car was driven 150 miles

by experienced testers before
final fitting up: acceleration,
steering, smoothness, brakes-
everything was treble-checked.
It was driven through water
troughs and pressure sprinklers
to check weather-proofing and,
having passed tne critical eyes,
the Topic Red In/erceptor went
back lor its final fitting-out.
The beautifully-comfortable

beige hide seats, which are, of
course, fu Ily-reclini ng, werefltted
and matching headrests com-
pleled the driver's and front
passenger's comfort.
Exlras included were special

air horns and power-assisted
steering. A superb twin-speaker
radi 0 wilh electri cal aerial, elec-
tric windows, electrically-heated
rear window and Britax seat
belts which match the uphol-
stery, were all oart of the stand-
ard equipment.

A Little Extra

S/ot S/ereo .. an ex/ra built into a
console giving instant music by
slolling in a tape cartridge.
In fact, the only extra that we
could find to fit into the saloon
inlerior was Siot Stereo, a com-
pact unil manufactured by Uni-
versity Recording Ud., which is
buill on to the centre console,
takes up no valuable space, but
gives wonderful instant music
by the simple expedient of slip-
ping in a tape cartridge.

Fourteen
Inspections
At last, the Topic Jensen WilS
ready for collection. A few
minutes before the hand-over
the car was still being polished
and subjected to final-final
inspection.
Checking my records, I found

thaI during the ten weeks'
building programme, the car
had gone through no less than
14 inspections! At each and
every one of these, any flaw in
mechanics or finish was cor-
rected before the car was re-
leased to the next stage. Care
is one thing, but at the West
Bromwich factory this is not
enough, and only perfection or
something very c10se 10 it is
accepted by the devoted body
of men who make lhese fine
British cars.

People Who Care
The 400-strong team who build
the Jensens-many of whom
have been doing so since 1934-
is headed by Managiog Director
Carl F. Duerr. An American,
appointed by the Norcros Group
earlier this year, Mr. Duerr is an
inter-continental commuter with
an impressive record 00 bolh
sides of the Atlantic.
Marketing Director Dick

Graves and Sales Manager
Wyndham Powell were recruiled
from Rolls-Royce and Aston
Martin respectively, and are
selling Jensens in greater num-
bers than ever before. The man
responsib/e for research and
development of the Jensen is
Director of Engineering Kevin
Beattie, while Bill Silvester, the
genial Works Manager, who
joined the Company shortly after
the war, puts his ideas into
practice on the shop floor.
This dedicated team have

created a unique car with a
unique record, for in the 3.
years since a Jeosen first
appeared on the road, there has
been no report of a fatal accident
involving any of their cars.
When I have finished runn/ng

in the Topic Interceptor-I
couldn't get TOP 1C registra-
tion plates, but sett/ed for 1 JBß
-she will undergo a rigorous
road test. ßut that's another
story, which will be told in a
futu re ed itio n.

Courtesy Zwischengas

Top: The interior "cockpit" of the completed car-note the
impressive instrument console in the centre. Centre: The final
tightening-up of a wheel nut and the Topic Jensen is completed.

Bottom: The impressive Chrysler power pac/( under the bonnet.

People Who Care

At last, the Topic Jensen was
ready for collection. A few
minutes before the hand-over
the car was still being polished
and subjected to final-final
inspection.

Checking my records, I found
that during the ten weeks'
building programme, the car
had gone through no less than
14 inspections! At each and
everyone of these, any flaw in
mechanics or finish was cor
rected before the car was re
leased to the next stage. Care
is one thing, but at the West
Bromwich factory this is not
enough, and only perfection or
something very close to it is
accepted by the devoted body
of men who make these fine
British cars.

The 400-strong team who build
the Jensens-many of whom
have been doing so since 1934
is headed by Managing Director
Carl F. Duerr. An American,
appointed by the Norcros Group
earlier this year, Mr. Duerr is an
inter-continental commuter with
an impressive record on both
sides of the Atlantic.

Marketing Director Dick
Graves and Sales Manager
Wyndham Powell were recruited
from Rolls-Royce and Aston
Martin respectively, and are
selling Jensens in greater num
bers than ever before. The man
responsible for research and
development of the Jensen is
Director of Engineering Kevin
Beattie, while Bill Silvester, the
genial Works Manager, who
joined the Company shortly after
the war, puts his ideas into
practice on the shop floor.

This dedicated team have
created a unique car with a
unique record, for in the 34
years since a Jensen first
appeared on the road, there has
been no report of a fatal accident
involving any of their cars.

When I have finished running
in the Topic Inierceptor-I
couldn't get TOP 1C registra
tion plates, but sellied for 1 JBB
-she will undergo a rigorous
road test. But thaI's another
story, which will be told in a
future edition.

A Little Extra

Slot Stereo .. an extra built into a
console giving instani music by
slotting in a tape cartridge.

In fact, the only extra that we
could find to fit into the saloon
interior was Slot Stereo, a com
pact unit manufactured by Uni
versity Recording Ltd., which is
built on to the centre console,
takes up no valuable space, but
gives wonderful instant music
by the simple expedient of slip
ping in a tape cartridge.

Chrysler unit, with its automatic
gearbox, must be one of the
finest engines produced today.

The motorization took place
some eight feet from the ground
on a gantry. While the engine
was being fitted, the rest of the
mechanics were connected
petrol systems, suspension, hy
draulics, and finally the road
wheels-and, after further in
spection, that wonderful
moment came when the engine
fired for the first time.

The car was driven 150 miles
by experienced testers before
final filling up: acceleration,
steering, smoothness, brakes
everything was treble-checked.
It was driven through water
troughs and pressure sprinklers
to check weather-proofing and,
having passed the critical eyes,
the Topic Red Intercepior went
back for its final fitting-oul.

The beautifully-comfortable
beige hide seats, which are, of
course, fu Ily-reclining, were fitted
and matching headrests com
pleted the driver's and front
passenger's comfort.

Extras included were special
air horns and power-assisted
steering. A superb twin-speaker
radio with electrical aerial, elec
tric windows, electrically-heated
rear window and Britax seat
belts which match the uphol
stery, were all Dart of the stand
ard equipment.

ACaris60rn
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See tl.e excitillg Jellsell
Illterceptor alld FF at

LONDON & HOME COUNTIES
DISTRIBUTOR
Charles Follett Ud.,
18 Berkeley Slreet. Mayfair,
Landon, W.1. Mayfair 6266
MAIN DEALERS
SURREY
Guy Salmen Ud.,
Portsmouth Road, Thames Ditton,
Surrey Emberbrook 5551
BUCKS.
Hughes of Beaconsfield Ud.,
Station Road, Beaconsfield,
Bucks. Beaconsfield 2141
SUSSEX
Moore of Brighton (1924) LId.,
Russell Square, Brighton 1,
Sussex Brighton 26014
KENT
Sundridge Park Motors LId.,
Burnt Ash Lane, Bromley,
Kent Kipling 2293

DISTRIBUTORS
BIRMINGHAM
Philip Mist (Automobiles) LId.,
138 Sohe Hili, Handsworth,
Birmingham 19 Northern 6311

CHESHIRE & LANCASH'RE
Wilmslow Garages Ud.,
Station Road, Wilmslow,
Cheshire Wilmslow 27356

GLOUCESTERSHIRE &
WILTSHIRE
Plough Motors,
R. W. Baker (Stonehouse) LId.,
Stonehouse, Gloucestershire

Stonehause 2382

NORTH & EAST MIDLANDS
& EAST ANGLlA
Mann Egerton (Midlands) Ud.,
Bentley House, Landon Road,
Leicester Leicester 29192

DISTRIBUTORS
SOUTH WALES
A. R. D. Garages (Cwmbran) Ud.,
L1anfrechfa Way,
Cwmbran,
Monmouthshire Cwmbran 3629

WORCESTERSHIRE
Newbury Motors Ud.,
Manor Lane, Halesowen,
Worcestershire Halesowen 1641

STAFFORDSHIRE &
SHROPSH'RE
Cyril Williams Motors,
(West Central Garage Ud.),
Stephenson Street, Wolverhampton.

Wolverhampton 25374

YORKSHIRE (excluding E. Yorks.
and N. Lincolnshire)
Normand (Bradtord) Ud.
Union Street,
Bradtord, 1.

Bradford 31255

EAST YORKSHIRE & NORTH
lINCOLNSHIRE
Northwood Motors (Hull) Ud.,
George Street, Hull,
Yorkshire Hul! 2903

SCOTLAND
Rossleigh Limited,
153 Bothwell Street, GJasgow, C.2,
Scotland City 3041

NORTHERN IRELAND
Malcolm Templeton Ud.,
Broadway Avenue and
Broughshane Street,
Ballymena,
Northern Ireland.

Ballymena 2161/2}3

EIRE
Ever Ready Garages Ud"
Donnybrook, Dublin, 4,
Eire Dublin 693055

Courtesy Zwischengas

See the exciting Jensen
Interceptor and FF at

LONDON & HOME COUNTIES

DISTRIBUTOR

Charles Follett Ltd.,
18 Berkeley Street, Mayfair,
London, W.1. Mayfair 6266

MAIN DEALERS

SURREY
Guy Salmon Ltd.,
Portsmouth Road, Thames Ditton,
Surrey Emberbrook 5551
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Birmingham 19 Northern 6311

CHESHIRE & LANCASHIRE
Wilmslow Garages Ltd.,
Station Road, Wilmslow,
Cheshire Wilmslow 27356

GLOUCESTERSHIRE &
WILTSHIRE
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R W. Baker (Stonehouse) Ltd.,
Stonehouse, Gloucestershire
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NORTH & EAST MIDLANDS
& EAST ANGLIA
Mann Egerton (Midlands) Ltd.,
Bentley House, London Road,
Leicester Leicester 29192

DISTRIBUTORS

SOUTH WALES
A. R. D. Garages (Cwmbran) Ltd.,
L1anfrechfa Way,
Cwmbran,
Monmouthshire Cwmbran 3629

WORCESTERSHIRE
Newbury Motors Ltd.,
Manor Lane, Halesowen,
Worcestershire Halesowen 1641

STAFFORDSHIRE &
SHROPSHIRE
Cyril Williams Motors,
(West Central Garage Ltd.),
Stephenson Street, Wolverhampton.

Wolverhampton 25374

YORKSHIRE (excluding E. Yorks.
and N. Lincolnshire)
Normand (Bradford) Ltd.
Union Street,
Bradford, 1.

Bradford 31255

EAST YORKSHIRE & NORTH
LINCOLNSHIRE
Northwood Motors (Hull) Ltd.,
George Street, Hull,
Yorkshire Hull 2903

SCOTLAND
Rossleigh Limited,
153 Bothwell Street, Glasgow, C.2,
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NORTHERN IRELAND
Malcolm Templeton Ltd.,
Broadway Avenue and
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EIRE
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